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ABSTRACT
The organelle genome database GOBASE, now in its
21st release (June 2008), contains all published
mitochondrion-encoded sequences (~913 000) and
chloroplast-encoded sequences (~250 000) from a
wide range of eukaryotic taxa. For all sequences,
information on related genes, exons, introns, gene
products and taxonomy is available, as well as
selected genome maps and RNA secondary structures. Recent major enhancements to database
functionality include: (i) addition of an interface for
RNA editing data, with substitutions, insertions and
deletions displayed using multiple alignments;
(ii) addition of medically relevant information,
such as haplotypes, SNPs and associated disease
states, to human mitochondrial sequence data;
(iii) addition of fully reannotated genome sequences
for Escherichia coli and Nostoc sp., for reference
and comparison; and (iv) a number of interface
enhancements, such as the availability of both
genomic and gene-coding sequence downloads,
and a more sophisticated literature reference
search functionality with links to PubMed where
available. Future projects include the transfer of
GOBASE features to NCBI/GenBank, allowing longterm preservation of accumulated expert information. The GOBASE database can be found at http://
gobase.bcm.umontreal.ca/. Queries about custom
and large-scale data retrievals should be addressed
to gobase@bch.umontreal.ca.
INTRODUCTION
The amount of information available in generalist molecular sequence databases such as GenBank (1) continues to
grow, and this information becomes more diverse and
complex as we discover new biological phenomena.
Therefore, there is an increasing need for expert databases

specializing in particular areas of molecular biology.
Specialist databases provide expert curation of data, and
access to that data in a ﬂexible and well-integrated fashion
serves a purpose complementary to generalist databases
such as GenBank.
GOBASE is one such specialist database, which has
been collecting, curating and publishing data concerning
mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes since 1995 (2–5).
Organelle genomes are of biological interest for a wide
range of studies, such as molecular taxonomy, molecular
mechanisms of trans-splicing and RNA editing, and
non-Mendelian inherited metabolism-related disease in
humans. GOBASE contains a number of diﬀerent categories of data, such as nucleic acid and protein sequences,
genetic maps, taxonomic data and RNA secondary structures. All gene and product names have been assigned
from a locally maintained standard list, and this combines
with a powerful and ﬂexible interface to allow a wide
range of complex searches. While initially GOBASE was
designed primarily to address issues of comparative biology, such as the diversity of organelle genome structure in
eukaryotes (e.g. 6,7), we have more recently added functionality speciﬁc to the human mitochondrial genome in
GOBASE, such as searches by haplotype and disease
state, which are of medical interest.
DATA CONTENT
GOBASE release 21 (June 2008) contains 913 000 mitochondrial sequences including 737 000 genes, and 250 000
chloroplast-encoded sequences including 174 000 genes,
derived mostly from GenBank releases up to 164. The
large number of complete organelle genomes available
makes GOBASE a valuable resource for phylogenomics,
with 6300 complete mitochondrial genomes and 213 chloroplast genomes. This number has increased almost 4-fold
since the previous report.
More recently (5), we have added bacterial genome
sequences for reference purposes. As of release 21
GOBASE includes three complete bacterial genomes:
Escherichia coli K12; the alpha-proteobacterium
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Rickettsia prowazekii strain Madrid E, closely related to
the bacterial ancestor of mitochondria; and the cyanobacterium Nostoc sp., closely related to the bacterial ancestor
of chloroplasts. In order to provide a consistent comparative view of these genomes, they have each been reannotated using the AutoFACT functional annotation tool (8),
including assignation of Gene Ontology terms. GOBASE
now contains 10 700 bacterial genes in total.
ENHANCEMENTS TO FUNCTIONALITY
RNA editing
RNA editing refers to a molecular process by which the
sequence of a transcribed RNA is modiﬁed. This has been
seen to occur in the mitochondria of several eukaryotic
taxa, such as plants (9) and trypanosomes (10), and in
chloroplasts (11). At the level of basic changes, examples
exist in the database of sequences being modiﬁed by the

substitution of one residue for another, by deletion of
residues, and by the addition of residues, usually uracil.
The RNA editing interface in GOBASE is based primarily on the previously existing RNA query page, with the
addition of editing-speciﬁc selection parameters such as
the type of modiﬁcation (insertion, deletion or substitution). A query result is shown in Figure 1. In addition to
the sequence itself, edited positions are displayed, both as
a list specifying the exact change made at each position,
and marked in red on an alignment of the relevant sections
of sequence for a straightforward and intuitive visual
representation. The interface displays only the regions of
the sequence where editing occurs. Coding and intronic
regions of the sequence are distinguished by background
color. Complete unedited and edited sequences can be
downloaded from the interface page. Future development
will include the possibility of downloading the sequence
alignment as displayed, and the addition of multiple rows

Figure 1. RNA editing result page, showing sequence-speciﬁc data, location of edited positions and alignment of gene sequence with edited sequence.
Hyperlinks lead to database pages for details of appropriate Gene Product, Taxonomy, Sequence and Gene, and to the Entrez page for the
appropriate gi. Start and end positions of the gene, and locations of edited positions, are numbered relative to the start of the sequence entry
containing the gene.
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to the alignment in cases where edits to a sequence are
known to occur sequentially, so that observed intermediate stages in the editing process can be represented.
Human-specific data
Information speciﬁc to the 3000 complete human
mitochondrial genome sequences in GOBASE has been
added from a number of sources, including HmtDB
(http://www.hmtdb/uniba.it/) (12), OMIM (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/) (13) and MitoMap (http://
www.mitomap.org/) (14). Two diﬀerent interface pages
provide access to these new data.
The Human Sequence query page allows the user to
select a set of human mitochondrial sequences based on
haplogroup and disease state. More than 450 diﬀerent
haplogroup assignments are available in GOBASE, so a
full list might become unwieldy for some queries. As haplogroup designators always start with a letter, the user is
oﬀered the option of ﬁrst selecting an initial letter or letters, and then picking a range of individual haplogroups
from the corresponding subset of haplogroup assignments shown in a menu. The results page (Figure 2)
provides relevant information from the standard

GOBASE Sequence page, and also shows all the positions
at which this sequence diﬀers from the reference human
mitochondrial genome as deﬁned in GenBank (accession
no NC_001807) using an alignment. On this alignment,
mutations that have been associated with disease are
marked in yellow, and other polymorphic mutations are
indicated in red.
The Human Mutation query page (Figure 3a) allows the
user to search the dataset for mutations of interest within
a speciﬁed range of positions on the human mitochondrial
genome sequence, either by specifying start and end positions directly or by selecting one or more genes from a
list on the interface. This search returns a list of positions at which mutations are documented. For each mutation (Figure 3b), the result page provides data on its
disease associations, a section of the reference sequence
showing the location and neighborhood of the mutation,
and a list of the sequences in GOBASE containing this
mutation.
Other functional enhancements
The DNA sequence download functionality has been
modiﬁed to allow the user to download either genomic

Figure 2. Human sequence result page, showing the diﬀerence between the queried sequence and the reference human mitochondrial genome
sequence, both as a list of divergent positions and as an alignment of relevant sections of the sequences.
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Figure 3. (a) Human mutation query page, allowing the user to select the gene(s) of interest and specify the range of positions on the sequence to
search for mutations. (b) Result page showing details for an individual mutation.

sequence or gene-coding regions, selectable via buttons
from the Gene query page. There are a small number of
unusual cases, such as trans-spliced genes, where there is
no straightforward correspondence between a single gene
and a contiguous linear region of the source sequence
record. The GOBASE database structure has now been
modiﬁed to address these cases transparently. Sequences
of complex gene-coding regions are assembled in advance,
stored and made available in query results through the
same interface as conventional linear genes.
All sequences retrieved from GOBASE now come with
detailed literature references derived from the source
GenBank records. Journal, author and title are provided,
and a direct link to the appropriate PubMed entry if one
exists.
Because of practical constraints, any given query in
GOBASE returns at most 5000 results. Users wishing to
execute custom queries retrieving larger amounts of data
are invited to contact the GOBASE team at gobase@bch.
umontreal.ca so that the query can be run directly on the
database via SQL.

IMPLEMENTATION
The GOBASE database is implemented in version 7.4.1 of
the PostgreSQL relational database management system
with a web interface written in v4.3.8 of the PHP scripting
language. The graphics on the gene pages are generated
using the GD module for Perl/PHP, version 2.0.25. Perl
(5.8.0) scripts are used to download data from GenBank
and process it into GOBASE. All procedures are executed
on PCs with two 2.4 GHz or 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs.

FUTURE PLANS
Specialized databases with all their valuable information
are prone to disappearance (15), mostly because of funding constraints, unless transferred to sustainable public
databases. We are therefore collaborating with scientists
at NCBI to establish a database based on the content of
GOBASE as an auxiliary to GenBank. This database will
focus on the additional data that expert curation at
GOBASE has generated, notably the curated gene and
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product names and synonyms and RNA secondary structure data, thus providing a permanent repository for two
decades of curation of organelle genome data.
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